Mission 2007 Secretariat

Mission 2007, (www.mission2007.org) Every Village a Knowledge Center, Secretariat, Chennai, has the following vacancies:

**Operations Manager:** This position is responsible for providing guidance, leadership and coordination to the alliance partners on their plans to accomplish the set targets of establishing knowledge centres by 2005, 2006 and 2007 and develop common evaluation parameters; monitoring the existing e-governance plans at the National and State Levels; identifying the preferred technology and connectivity model of the State Government; creating the consortium for local-content generation; and supervising the Web Developer to maintain effective communications amongst the National alliance partners. The candidate should be a postgraduate preferably in management with fair knowledge of ICT for rural development. The candidate should know about the current ICT projects in different parts of the country and e-governance projects in different States.

**Web Developer:** This incumbent will work closely with the Operational Manager in ensuring an effective communication strategy as well as promoting the work of Mission 2007 alliance partners by designing and operating the website. The candidate should be a graduate with fair knowledge of web tools including photoshop.

Salary Scale for Operations Manager is Rs 20,000–25,000, Web Developer is Rs 10,000–16,000. MSSRF is an equal opportunity center and women candidates are strongly encouraged to apply. Resumes should be sent to, The Manager (Personnel), M.S. Swaminathan Research Foundation, 3rd Cross Street, Taramani Institutional Area, Chennai 600 113 by 7 October 2005.